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The first in an enthralling new mini-series of novellas from the #1 bestselling authors of the
House of Night, Dragon's Oath tells the story behind the House of Night's formidable fencing
instructor – the love that will transform him, and the promise that will haunt himIn early 19th
century England, long before he's a professor at the Tulsa House of Night, Bryan Lankford is a
troublesome yet talented human teen who thinks he can get away with anything… until his
father, a wealthy nobleman, has finally had enough, and banishes him to America. When Bryan
is Marked on the docks and given the choice between the London House of Night and the
dragon-prowed ship to America, he chooses the Dragon – and a brand new fate.Becoming a
Fledgling may be exciting, but it opens a door to a dangerous world.... In 1830's St. Louis, the
Gateway to the West, Dragon Lankford becomes a Sword Master, and soon realizes there are
both frightening challenges and beautiful perks. Like Anastasia, the captivating young Professor
of Spells and Rituals at the Tower Grove House of Night, who really should have nothing to do
with a fledgling…But when a dark power threatens, Dragon is caught in its focus. Though his
uncanny fighting skills make him a powerful fledgling, is he strong enough to ward off evil, while
protecting Anastasia as well? Will his choices save her—or destroy them all?



To all of our Warrior readers. We heart you!As always, we’d like to acknowledge our agent and
friend,Meredith Bernstein, without whom the House of Night would not exist.Thank you to our
wonderful St. Martin’s Press family!And a special thank-you to our friend, Kim Doner, who
created the magickal art for this novella. It was a true pleasure to watch this story take form
through her very talented pencil!CONTENTSTitle PageDedicationAcknowledgmentsChapter
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EightEpilogueAlso by P. C. Cast and Kristin CastCopyrightCHAPTER ONEPresent-day
OklahomaAnger and confusion stirred within Dragon Lankford. Was Neferet truly taking her
leave of them so soon after the death of the boy and their goddess’s cataclysmic visit?“Neferet,
what of the fledgling’s body? Should we not continue to hold vigil?” With an effort, Dragon
Lankford kept his voice calm and his tone even as he addressed his High Priestess.Neferet
turned her beautiful emerald eyes to him. She smiled smoothly. “You are right to remind me,
Sword Master. Those of you who honored Jack with purple spirit candles, throw them on the
pyre as you leave. The Sons of Erebus Warriors will hold vigil over the poor fledgling’s body for
the remainder of the night.”“As you wish, Priestess.” Dragon bowed deeply to her, wondering why
his skin felt so itchy—almost as if he was covered in dirt and grime. He had a sudden
inexplicable desire to bathe in very, very hot water. It is Neferet, his conscience spoke softly to
him. She has not been right since Kalona broke free of the earth. You used to feel that …Dragon
shook his head and set his jaw. Peripheral events did not matter. Feelings were no longer
important. Duty was all encompassing—vengeance was utmost. Focus! I must keep my mind on
the job at hand! he commanded himself, and then nodded quickly to specific Warriors. “Disperse
the crowd!”Neferet paused to speak to Lenobia before she departed from the center of the
campus and headed in the direction of the professors’ living quarters. Dragon barely spared her
a look. Instead, his attention was pulled back to the fiery pyre and the boy’s flaming body.“The
crowd is being dispersed, Sword Master. How many of us shall remain to watch by the pyre with
you?” asked Christophe, one of his senior officers.Dragon hesitated before he answered, taking
a moment to center himself as well as to absorb the fact that the fledglings and professors who
were milling uncertainly around the brightly burning pyre were obviously agitated and thoroughly
upset. Duty. When all else fails, turn to duty!“Have two of the guards escort the professors back
to their quarters. The rest of you are to go with the fledglings. Be quite certain they all return to
their rooms. Then stay close to the dormitories for the remainder of this terrible night.” Dragon’s
voice was rough with emotion. “The students need to feel the protective presence of their Sons
of Erebus Warriors so that they can, at least, be certain of their safety, even if it seems they can
be certain of little else.”“But the child’s pyre–”“I will stay with Jack.” Dragon spoke in a tone that
allowed no interference. “I shall not leave the boy’s side until the red glow of his embers turns to
rust. Do your duty, Christophe; the House of Night needs you. I will see to the sadness that
remains here.”Christophe bowed and then began calling out commands, following the Sword
Master’s orders with cold efficiency.It seemed only seconds had passed when Dragon realized
he was alone. There was the sound of the burning pyre—the deceptively soothing pop and



crackle of the fire. Except for that, there was only the night and the vast emptiness in Dragon’s
heart.The Sword Master stared into the flames as if he could discover the balm that would
soothe his pain within them. The fire flickered amber and gold, rust and red, reminding Dragon of
a delicate piece of jewelry—unique, exquisite, tied to a strand of velvet ribbon the color of fresh
blood …As if moving of its own accord, his hand went into his pocket. His fingers closed around
the oval disk he found there. It was slim and smooth. He could feel only the faintest hint of the
bluebird that once had been etched so clearly and beautifully on its face. The golden piece
rested snugly in his hand. He cupped it, protected it, held it, before he slowly drew out his hand,
the locket nestled within it. Dragon twined the velvet ribbon through his fingers, rubbing it with his
thumb in a familiar, absentminded motion that spoke more of habit than thought. Expelling a
deep breath that sounded more sob than sigh, he opened his palm and looked down.The light
from Jack’s pyre flitted across the locket’s golden surface. It caught the bluebird
design.“Missouri’s state bird.” Dragon spoke aloud. His voice was devoid of emotion, though the
hand that held the locket shook. “I wonder if you can still be found wild, perching in the
sunflowers that overlook the river. Or did your beauty and those of the flowers die out, too, along
with everything else lovely and magickal in this world?” His hand closed on the locket, gripping it
so tightly his knuckles turned white.And then, as quickly as his fist had closed, Dragon released
his hold on the locket, opening his hand and turning the gold oval over and over reverently.
“Fool!” His voice was ragged. “You could have broken it!” Trembling fingers fumbled with the
clasp, but when he finally unlatched it the golden piece opened easily, unharmed, to display the
tiny etching that, although faded by time, still showed the smiling face of the petite vampyre
whose gaze seemed to catch and hold his.“How can you be gone?” Dragon murmured. One
finger traced the old portrait on the right side of the locket, and then moved to the left half of the
piece of jewelry to stroke the single blond curl that nestled there over the empty space where his
youthful picture had once been. His gaze turned from the locket up to the night sky and he
repeated the question louder, from his soul, crying out for an answer. “How can you be gone?”As
if in response Dragon heard echoing in the night air the distinctive croaking caw of a
raven.Anger rushed through Dragon, so hard and hot that his hands once again trembled—only
this time he did not shake with pain and loss; he shook with the barely controlled need to strike
out, to maim, to avenge.“I will avenge her.” Dragon’s voice was like death. He looked down at the
locket again and spoke to the shimmering blond curl it held. “Your dragon will avenge you. I will
set to right what I allowed to go wrong. I will not make the same mistake again, my love, my own.
The creature will not go unpunished. On that I pledge to you my oath.”A gust of wind, hot from
the pyre, blew suddenly strong. It lifted the lock of hair and, while Dragon fumbled
unsuccessfully to stop it, the curl floated out of his reach up, up, up on the heated draft, almost
feather-like. It hovered there and then, with a sound much like a woman’s gasp of surprise, the
hot wind changed, inhaling, drawing the lock of hair down into the fiery pyre where it was turned
to smoke and memory.“No!” Dragon cried, falling to his knees with a sob. “And now I’ve lost the
last of you. My fault…,” he said brokenly. “My fault, just as your death was my fault.”Through the



tears that filled his eyes Dragon watched the smoke from his beloved mate’s lock of hair whirl
and dance before him—and then begin to shimmer magickally, changing from smoke to a
dusting of green and yellow and brown sparkles that continued to curl around and around until
they began to separate and form distinct parts of an image: the green sparkles became a long,
thick stem—the yellow delicate petals of a flower with the brown circling within them to become
its center.Dragon wiped his eyes clear of tears, hardly able to believe what he was seeing. “A
sunflower?” His lips felt as numb with shock as his brain. It is her flower! his mind shouted. It
must be a sign from her! “Anastasia!” Dragon cried as numbness gave way to a terrible,
wonderful wave of hope. “Are you here, my own?”The image of the shimmering sunflower began
to waver and change. The yellow flowed down in a cascade that became golden blond. The
brown lightened to the color of sun-kissed skin, and the green melted down within the skin,
swirling and morphing into shining orbs that became eyes that were turquoise and familiar and
dear.“Oh, goddess, Anastasia! It is you!” Dragon’s voice broke as he reached out for her. But the
image lifted–a glowing tease just beyond his fingertips. He cried out in frustration and then stifled
the sound of his misery as his mate’s voice began to spill around him like a musical stream over
water-worn pebbles. Dragon held his breath and listed to the ghostly message.I’ve bespelled
this locket, for you: my own, my mate.The day has come when death forced us to part.You must
know that for you, forever, I shall wait.So until we meet again I hold your love safely within my
heart.Remember, your oath was to temper strength with mercy.No matter how long apart we
shall be, I hold you to that oatheternally … eternally …The image smiled once at him before it
lost its form and returned to smoke and then nothingness.“My oath!” Dragon shouted, surging to
his feet. “First Nyx and now you reminding me of it. Do you not understand that it is because of
that cursed oath that you are dead? Had I chosen differently those many years ago, perhaps I
could have kept all of this from happening. Strength tempered by mercy was a mistake. Do you
not remember, my own? Do you not remember? I do. I will never forget…”As Dragon Lankford,
Sword Master of the House of Night, held vigil over the body of a fallen fledgling, he stared into
the burning pyre and let the flames take him back so that he could relive the pain and the
pleasure—the tragedy and the triumph—of a past that had shaped such a heartbreaking
future.CHAPTER TWO1830 England“Father, you cannot disown me and banish me to the
Americas. I am your son!” Bryan Lankford, third son to the Earl of Lankford, shook his head and
stared disbelievingly at his father.“You are my third son. I have four others, two older and two
younger. None of them are as troublesome as are you. Their existence and your behavior make
it quite simple for me to do this to you.”Bryan ignored the shock and panic his father’s words
threatened to break loose within him. He forced himself to relax–to slouch nonchalantly against
the wooden door to the stall closest to him as he beamed the Bryan Lankford smile at the Earl,
that disarmingly handsome grin that women found irresistible and made them want to seduce
him, and men found charming and made them want to be like him.The Earl’s dark, unchanging
expression said that he was well aware of the Bryan Lankford smile—and utterly unaffected by
it.“My decision is final, boy. Do not disgrace yourself further by unsuitable begging.”“Begging!”



Bryan felt familiar anger stir. Why must his father always belittle him? He’d never begged for
anything in his life—he certainly was not going to start now, no matter the consequences. “I do
not beg you, Father. I simply am trying to reason with you.”“Reason? Again you cause an
embarrassment for me because of your temper and your sword, and you ask me to reason with
you?”“Father, it was only a small altercation, and with a Scotsman! I did not even kill him. In
actuality I wounded his vanity more than his body.” Bryan attempted a chuckle, but the sound
was cut off by the return of the cough that had been plaguing him all that day, only this time it
was followed by a wave of weakness. He was so distracted by the betrayal of his body that he
put up no resistance at all when his father suddenly closed the distance between them and with
one hand fisted the cravat at Bryan’s throat, ramming him against the wall of the stable with such
force that the little breath left in his body whooshed from him. With his other hand the Earl
knocked the still-bloody sword from Bryan’s failing grip.“You blustering little braggart! That
Scotsman is a border Laird. His lands adjoin mine, which you know, as you are aware that his
daughter and her bed are within a short day’s ride of our estate!” The Earl’s face, flushed with
anger, was so close to his son that his spittle rained over Bryan. “And now your impetuous
actions have given this Laird all the proof he needs to go to our prattling fool of a new king and
demand reparations for the loss of his daughter’s maidenhead.”“Maidenhead!” Bryan managed
to choke out. “Aileene’s maidenhead was lost long before I found her.”“That is of no
consequence!” The Earl tightened the strangle grip with which he held his son. “What is of
consequence is that you were the dolt caught between her knees, and now that weakling king
has all the excuse he needs to look the other way when thieving clansmen from the north sweep
south looking for fat cattle to steal. Whose cattle do you think they will be after, son of
mine?”Bryan could only gasp for breath and shake his head.With a look of utter contempt, the
Earl of Lankford let loose his son, allowing him to fall, coughing violently, to the dirt floor of the
stable. Then the nobleman motioned to the red-coated members of his personal guard who had
been blandly watching his son’s disgrace, singling out the pockmarked senior member of the
squad. “Jeremy, as I already ordered, bind him like the miscreant he is. Choose two other men to
accompany you. Take him to the port. Put him on the next ship to the Americas. I want never to
see him again. He is no longer my son.” Then he motioned at the stableman. “Bring my horse. I
have wasted enough of my precious time on this foolishness.”“Father! Wait, I—,” Bryan began,
but another coughing fit cut off his words.The Earl paused only long to look down his long nose
at his son. “As I already explained, you are expendable and now you are no longer my concern.
Take him away!”“You cannot send me away like his!” he cried. “How will I live?”His father jerked
his chin at Bryan’s sword, which lay in the dirt not far from him. It had been a gift from the Earl
when his precocious son had turned thirteen, and even in the dim, dusty light of the stable the
jewels that encrusted the hilt glistened. “Perhaps that will be of more use to you in your new life
than it was to me in your old one. Allow him to take the sword,” he addressed the guards, “and
nothing else, with him! Bring me back the ship’s name and its captain’s mark as proof that he
has left England—have him gone before sunrise tomorrow and there will be a purse of silver



waiting to split between you,” the older man said, and then strode to his waiting horse.Bryan
Lankford tried to shout at his father—to tell him how sorry he would be later, when he
remembered that though his third son was, indeed, his most troublesome, he was also his most
talented, intelligent, and interesting—but another coughing fit gripped the seventeen-year-old so
thoroughly that he could only gasp helplessly and watch his father’s horse gallop off. He couldn’t
even fight as he wished he could when the Earl’s guard bound him, then dragged him through
the dirt of the stables.“It’s about time a little crowing cock like you was brought low. Let’s see how
you like being common.” Laughing sarcastically, Jeremy, the oldest and most pompous of
Bryan’s father’s guards, tossed him into the back of a poultry cart, before bending to pick up
Bryan’s sword and, with a calculating look at its glittering hilt, shove it through his own
waistcloth.By the time Bryan reached the port it was dark, both in the world around him and
within his heart. Not only had his father disowned him and cast him from his family and out of
England, but it was becoming more and more clear that he was in the grip of some horrible
plague. How soon would it kill him? Before he was free of this stinking dock, or would he die after
being dragged onto one of the merchant ships that bobbed in the black water of the bay?“I’ll no
be taking a coughing chit like this aboard.” The ship’s captain held his torch higher, examining
the bound and coughing boy. “No.” He scowled and shook his head. “He’ll no be crossin’ the
waters wit’ me.”“This is the Earl of Lankford’s son. You’ll take him or answer to His Lordship
about why not,” growled the Earl’s senior guard.“I don’t see no earl here. I see a shit-spattered
boy who’s got the ague.” The seaman spit in the sand. “And I won’t be answering to anyone,
’specially no nonexistent earl, if I be dead from this brat’s sickness.”Bryan tried to stifle his
coughing—not to reassure the captain, but to rest the burning within his chest. He was holding
his breath when the man stepped from the shadows, tall, lean, and dressed all in black, his pale
skin in stark contrast to the darkness that seemed to surround him. Bryan blinked, wondering if
his feverish gaze was deceiving him—was that truly a crescent moon tattooed in the middle of
his forehead surrounded by more tattooing? His vision was blurry, but Bryan was almost certain
the tattoos looked like crossed rapiers. Then reason caught up with vision and Bryan felt a jolt of
recognition. A crescent moon and the surrounding tattoo could mean only one thing: the man
was no man at all—he was a vampyre!
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Gen of North Coast Gardening, “Excellent addition to the series, but be aware, it's a novella not
a full novel. If you're OK with paying what they're charging for this novella, then you won't be
disappointed with this addition to the HON series. A few of the most recent HON books have
dragged for me, with little plot movement for the number of words involved. But I think that going
into the past to visit Dragon and Anastasia's past has reinvigorated the authors, because this
book was a joy to read.I loved reading about how Dragon and Anastasia met and fell in love, and
it took them from being minor characters who I cared little for, to compelling characters who I
hope will play a major part in future books (even though Anastasia is dead, the authors haven't
seemed shy about having dead characters play a part in previous books, so. . .).Then,
understanding their part in Kalona's rise added a new dimension to the story.If you've read all
the HON books, then you won't want to miss this novella. While it is pricy given that it is a
novella, the custom art and the depth of feeling in the book more than make up for its short
length.”

VB, “Great Read. This is a great novella for H.O.N. fans to delve deeper into this amazing world
created by P.C. and Kristin Cast. As far as the novellas go I have read all but Neferet's curse thus
far and I will say that this particular novella ranks below the other 2 I have read simply due to how
much impact the other novellas have on our understanding of Lenobia and Kalona. This novella
definitely confirms what we already know about Dragon Lankford, but provides some great
context behind his relationship with Anastasia. I would recommend this to any H.O.N. fan.”

SparkleSplash, “Dragon's heart makes this book worthwhile. This novella about Dragon gives a
more in depth look at the character as well as his relationship to Anastasia. Since most of the
House of Night series does not let you see Dragon in a happier time, this helps to show what
Dragon was like as a youth as well as what kind of man he becomes for the woman he loves.
Dragon is a very complex character and, though this book is a novella, his character is very well
fleshed out in the book. I would recommend reading this novella after you have completed the
book Awakened in the House of Night series.”

SanityEludesMe, “Another great dip into the House of Night series!. Dragon's Oath (House of
Night novella #1)By: P.C. Cast & Kristin CastISBN: 9781250000231Published July 12, 2011 by
St. Martin's PressAvailable Format: Hardcover, Paperback, ebook, audiobookMy Rating:
'''''Long before he was Dragon, professor at the Tulsa House of Night, he was Bryan, a typical,
unruly young man full of spirit and mischief. After his father banishes him to America, Bryan is
marked as a vampyre on the docks and given a choice to remain in London or build a new life
across the ocean. Choosing the new life, Dragon quickly becomes Sword Master and favored
by all in his new home. When young Anastasia becomes Professor of Spells and Rituals at the
Tower Grove House of Night, Dragon is faced with a new challenge: love. Dragon must ward off



a dark power while protecting his beloved Anastasia. Will he rise to the challenge or will they
both be destroyed?I'm definitely a House of Night fan, although some of the later books were a
bit on the bland side. I was thrilled to get this extra glimpse into Dragon Lankford's life. This
novella starts as Dragon is mourning his bride's untimely death at the hands of the dark power
that has been unleashed in Tulsa. He recalls his memories of his early life--being disowned by
his father, marked, coming to America, and meeting Anastasia. Through this part of his story, we
learn the full impact of his oath to the beautiful professor and what it means when he breaks that
oath to avenge her death. How will the darkness lead him from there?It is great to be able to go
back and see Dragon as a human and a younger more stubborn fledgling. He is very much like
the main characters we meet throughout the House of Night series, and like those characters,
he learns many important life lessons very early and very quickly. Anastasia is a pivotal part of
his life, bringing him a new understanding and leading him down a new path to help him become
the wise and respected professor he is later in life.P.C. Cast has such a beautiful, imaginative
talent with storytelling. I am always drawn completely into her stories and sad when it is over.
Kristin is able to add that extra element of youth to the House of Night series, and it is once
again obvious in this telling of Dragon's early life.Dragon's Oath is a great way to get a quick
House of Night fix for those who are anxiously awaiting the next installment of the series. If you
have never read any of these books, this is a fantastic way to introduce yourself to the story and
style.  Try it out!  You just might love it as much as I do...”

Linda J. Skaggs, “dragons oath. for house of night fans this book is a must, not actually a part of
the series as such like bk.1 bk.2 bk.3 etc. but very beneficial and again i did not know it existed
until amazon informed me, book arrived in mint condition and very quickly. i thank amazon again
for keeping me informed and i know i can always count on them to have what im looking for. i
recommend them to everyone, everytime anyone is looking for something. its nice not to have to
go through the stores and can find everything online from someone you trust like amazon, and at
such reasonable costs. for the disabled this is a blessing.”

KJ_Stark22, “Better than expected. I've read reviews about this book months ago, or about the
time it came out. Although only some are negative, it kind of put me off to actually purchase the
book, whether it be a physical book, or the Kindle version. When I saw that its price was reduced
I figured why not read it and see for myself. I did love the story. I agree that it is way shorter than
anticipated but it gave us a great description of how Dragon and Anastasia got together. Which I
think the book delivered it clearly. I would definitely love to read more of the other special
characters in The House Of Night Series.”

Lady Jack the Pirate, “Amazing book. This book explains so much about one of the main
characters in the normal storyline, as well as why he is like he is. It also works well in
transitioning from the main storyline to the novella, even though it is supposed to be separate.



Well written, well worth the money, and a highly engaging book. I could barely put it down it was
that good. I would highly recommend this book to anyone who enjoyed the series and wanted to
know more about the character, or anyone who enjoys this type of book.”

Victoria Pamela, “What a read. I love a chance to get inside Dragon's head and find out more
about him and I loved that the insight I got was the beginning of his life as a vampyre and his life
with Anastasia and coincidentally the start of everything that has yet to come.It shows you how
one decision can change everything.”

J.K., “better than expected, shorter than expected. Just like everyone says, the novella is shorter
than I expected, though it's not really a big problem.I have to admit that I think the novella is
actually better than the several latest HON books. The pace, the atmosphere and the style of
writing are much more alike to the first few HoNs and I'm pretty sure everyone will agree with me
that the reason we love the series is because of the first few books. Anyway, the novella is well-
written and really has the content in it. I was hooked by it. It really explains why Dragon acts the
way he does in present day. Though I can understand why the book is mainly focused on the
interaction between Anastasia and Dragon (the book is named 'Dragon's Oath'...), I'd hope to
read more about what happened to Dragon after he was Marked and study in
HoN.Nevertheless, this book is a good read and if you're a fan of HoN like me, I highly
recommend you to have it in your collection:)”

Nicola Joy, “Brilliant. Fab book to accompany the main series”

Danielle Adena Richards, “I loved dragons oath. I loved dragons oath, i love all the little side
stories of house of night. tbh im starting to like these more than the main story with zoey. Its just
starting to get s little annoying and boreing. so its nice to see PC still has some good writing
abilities, if i was her id stick to things like this wen continuing the story eith zoey snd the gang”

christina smith, “House of Night Novella. The book delivers if you're a House of Night fan. I
enjoyed the story behind Dargon Lankford as it has added additional weight / substance to the
House of Night novels, giving further insight into his character and how he came to be. I would
recommend to all House of Night readers. Am enjoying the other novellas at this time.”

The book by P. C. Cast has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 876 people have provided feedback.
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